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Abstract—This paper presents our method developed for Ad-
hoc Video Search (AVS) task in TRECVID 2022. Main models
(SCAN models) in our method are trained on Conceptual Cap-
tions dataset [1]. Our method additionally uses pre-trained mod-
els (CLIP models) that are trained using WIT (WebImageText)
dataset [2], LAION-400M and LAION-2B datasets [3]. Further-
more, our method employs object-centric features extracted by
an object detection model pre-trained on the combination of MS-
COCO, OpenImages, Object365 and Visual Genome datasets [4].

Our method performs retrieval by fusing the following two
types of component models: The first type is based on Stacked
Cross Attention Network (SCAN) [5] to align regions in a shot
with words and phrases in a topic (or its narrative). The second
type follows Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP)
that conducts global alignment between a shot and a topic (or its
narrative). Specifically, our four submitted runs are configured
by the following fusions of component models:

1) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1: This run adopts a
weighted fusion of three variants of SCAN characterised
by different region-word/phrase alignment approaches and
different architectures, and four variants of CLIP pre-
trained with different architectures and training datasets.
The weight of each model is determined based on grid
search on V3C1 dataset for 20 topics in 2021 AVS task.

2) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2: In addition to the
seven models used in F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1,
this run fuses one more variant of SCAN that per-
forms region-word/phrase alignment by following the con-
stituency tree of a topic (or its narrative).

3) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3: This run is the same
to F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2 except for that the
eight models are fused with the same weight.

4) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 4: This run is the same
to F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1 except for that the
seven models are fused with the same weight.

The evaluation results show that the MAP of F M C D
kindai ogu osaka.21 1 is 0.199 while the MAP of its coun-
terpart F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 4 is 0.186. In ad-
dition, the MAP of F M C D kindai ogu osaka.21 2 and
the one of its counterpart F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3
are 0.195 and 0.177, respectively. These results verifies
the effectiveness of the weighted fusion. Also, the fact
that F M C D kindai ogu osaka.21 1 outperforms F M C D
kindai ogu osaka.21 2 and F M C D kindai ogu osaka.21 4
outperforms F M C D kindai ogu osaka.21 3 indicates the in-
effectiveness of the additional SCAN model based on the con-
stituency tree-based alignment approach. One possible reason

is the insufficient parameter optimisation and hyper-parameter
tuning due to the time limitation until the submission deadline.
We will present the finalised performance of the additional SCAN
model at the workshop.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are continuously participating in TRECVID to ob-
jectively compare the performance of our system to those
of systems developed all over the world [6]. This year we
participated in Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) [7] in order to
address the following two issues:

The first issue is to devise a high-quality fine-grained match-
ing between visual features of a shot and textural features of a
topic by considering the linguistic structure of the topic. This
is inspired by our past experiences to apply Stacked Cross
Attention Network (SCAN) [5] to AVS task [8], [9], [10].
Roughly speaking, SCAN was used to compute the relevance
of a shot to a topic by aligning regions in the shot with words
in the topic. However, this alignment does not fit human’s
perception because he/she checks not only whether regions
corresponding to words exist in the shot, but also whether
those regions suit to phrases involving multiple words. Last
year we attempted to overcome this by extending SCAN to
align regions in a shot with words and phrases obtained by
extracting the constituency tree of a topic [9]. However, this
approach lacked examining the consistency of aligned regions.
For example, different regions are aligned with the phrase “red
dress” and its component noun “dress”. To avoid this kind of
inconsistent alignment, our SCAN model is further extended
to perform region-word/phrase alignment by following the
hierarchical relations represented by the constituency tree of
the topic.

The second issue is to examine the effectiveness of models
that are pre-trained using a vast amount of image-caption pairs
collected from the Internet. Compared to traditional training
data that are labelled for a predetermined, limited set of visual
concepts, directly using raw text not only eases the collection
of a very large amount of training data, but also offers
supervision on a much wider range of visual concepts. Thus, a
model pre-trained on such image-caption pairs has a generality



to flexibly deduce the relevance of a shot’s keyframe to a
linguistically complex topic. In particular, our AVS method
employs four pre-trained models, the first and second models
that are trained on a set of 400 million image-caption pairs [2],
and the third and fourth model that are respectively trained on
another set of 400 million image-caption pairs and a set of
two billion pairs [3].

II. OUR AVS METHOD

Our AVS method measures the relevance of a shot to a topic
is computed as the (weighted) sum of scores obtained by each
of component models. Below, those component models are
described by categorising them into two types, SCAN and
CLIP.

A. SCAN Models

This section presents three SCAN models fused in our AVS
method. The first model is the original SCAN that performs
alignment between regions in a shot and words in a topic
(or its narrative). The second model is an extended SCAN
where the alignment additionally considers phrases obtained
by extracting the constituency tree of a topic (or its narrative).
The last model is a further extension of SCAN to conduct
hierarchical alignment between regions and words/phrases by
following the constituency tree of a topic (or its narrative)
in a bottom-up fashion. For simplicity, the first, second and
third SCAN models are termed SCAN org, SCAN phrase and
SCAN hier, respectively. Below, these models are sequentially
explained.

SCAN org aligns regions in an image with words in a
caption based on an attention mechanism. Roughly speaking,
an attention between a region and a word is computed as their
normalised similarity lying between 0 and 1. This attention
represents a probabilistic relevance of matching the region
with the word. Then, the “word-level” relevance indicating
an overall suitability of all regions for the word is computed
as the cosine similarity between the word’s feature and the
average of regions’ features weighted by their attentions to
the word. Finally, the “caption-level” relevance of the image
is calculated as the average of word-level relevances over
all words in the caption. In this framework, the FC layer in
the region encoder, and the word embedding layer and the
bidirectional GRU in the word encoder are optimised so that
the caption-level relevances are high and low for relevant and
irrelevant image-caption pairs, respectively. This optimisation
consequently leads to semantically meaningful alignment be-
tween regions and words. We firstly train SCAN org using
Conceptual Captions dataset [1] containing about three million
image-caption pairs, and apply it to AVS task by regarding an
image and a caption as the keyframe of a shot and a topic
(or its narrative), respectively. For more details, please refer
to the original paper of SCAN [5] and our notebook paper in
2019 [8].

This year one extension is made on SCAN org. Until last
year SCAN org used a bottom-up attention model [11] to
extract a fixed number of salient regions (i.e., 36) from an

image and encode each of them into a 2048-dimensional visual
feature. This bottom-up attention model is implemented with
Faster R-CNN based on ResNet101 backbone and trained
on Visual Genome dataset [12]. However, this model is now
more than five years old, and it has been empirically proven
that visual features extracted by VinVL [4] offer significantly
higher performances on different tasks. The reason for this is
that compared to the bottom-up attention model, VinVL uses
Faster R-CNN based on a more advanced model (ResNeXt-
152) and trained on a much larger training dataset, which
is the combination of MS-COCO, OpenImages, Objects365
and Visual Genome [4]. Thus, for SCAN org as well as
SCAN phrase and SCAN hier, the bottom-up attention model
is replaced with VinVL. Since VinVL extracts different num-
bers of regions for different images, the alignment process
is also extended to align a variable number of regions in an
image with words (and also phrases) in a caption.

SCAN phrase is an extended version of SCAN org so as
to include phrases in a caption into the alignment process.
In other words, phrases are treated as additional words to be
aligned with regions. Except this, SCAN phrase is exactly the
same to SCAN org. Thus, in what follows we describe how to
obtain phrases in a caption and how to extract the feature of
each phrase as well as the one of each word. First, phrases are
acquired by extracting a constituency tree of a caption with
the parser developed in [13]. Roughly speaking, the parser
starts with an empty tree and sequentially adds each word to
the tree by selecting the action to attach the word as a child
node of an existing node or the action to juxtapose the word
as a sibling to an existing node by creating a shared parent
node. A neural network for this action selection is trained on
Wall Street Journal part of Penn Treebank (PTB) dataset [13].
Fig. 1 (a) shows an example of constituency tree extracted for
“a hang glider floating in the sky on a sunny day”.

Words and phrases are encoded using a Tree-LSTM that is
an extended LSTM to propagate hidden states and memory
cells based on the topology of a tree [14]. In particular,
a Child-Sum Tree-LSTM is used to perform the following
bottom-up propagation: Given a constituency tree of a caption,
words corresponding to leaf nodes are firstly encoded into
300-dimensional vectors via a word embedding layer. These
vectors are then used to compute 1024-dimensional hidden
states and memory cells for leaf nodes. The process for each
internal node starts with defining an “overall” hidden state
from its child nodes as the sum of their hidden states. The
overall hidden state is used to compute values of the input
and output gates. A forget gate value is separately calculated
for each child node to signify whether it is strongly related to
the node or not. Afterwords, a hidden state and a memory
cell for the node are obtained using the gate values. This
way, hidden states and memory cells are propagated from leaf
nodes to the root node corresponding to the whole caption.
Note that no external input like word embedding features exist
for internal nodes. In other words, the propagation for each
internal node is based only on hidden states from its child
nodes. The hidden state of each node is regarded as the feature



Fig. 1. An illustration of a constituency tree extracted for “hang glider floating in the sky on a sunny day” (a) and the attention propagation in SCAN hier
(b).

of the corresponding word or phrase.
To simplify the explanation of SCAN hier, we collectively

call words and phrases “tokens” as long as there is no
need to distinguish between them. SCAN hier is an extension
of SCAN phrase that independently align each token with
regions. In other words, although the constituency tree of
a caption indicates the hierarchical relations among tokens,
they are ignored in SCAN phrase’s alignment process. As
a result, different regions are inconsistently aligned with a
phrase and its component words. To resolve this, SCAN hier
performs region-token alignment based on the constituency
tree of a caption, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). Let us assume
that a token t consisting of M child tokens {t′m}Mm=1 is now
being aligned with N regions in an image. In Fig. 1 (b), t
is “a sunny day” and t′1, t′2 and t′3 are “a”, “sunny” and
“day”, respectively. Based on [5], attentions on N regions
for t and those for t′m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) are computed as
αt,1, · · · , αt,N and αt′m,1, · · · , αt′m,N , respectively. Under the
above-mentioned setting, for the nth region (1 ≤ n ≤ N ),
we aim to propagate the attentions {αt′m,n}Mm=1 for M child
tokens to the attention calculation for t. Thereby, it is more
likely to align t with regions similar to the ones aligned with
child tokens. More specifically, the following equation means
that the attention αt,n on the n region for t is fused with the
mean of attentions {αt′m,n}Mm=1 for M child tokens:

α′
t,n = αt,n + β

1

M

M∑
m=1

αt′m,n , (1)

where β is a weight to control the influence of the attention
propagation from child nodes. This way attentions for tokens
are propagated to the root token corresponding to the whole
caption in a bottom-up fashion. Except for using the updated
attention α′

t,n for each token, SCAN hier is the same to
SCAN phrase.

B. CLIP Models

A Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) model
is a transformer-based image-caption embedding model that
is trained using a very large dataset containing 400 million
image-caption pairs [2]. A CLIP model consists of an image
encoder and a text encoder that are jointly trained to encode
images and captions into embeddings (feature vectors), in
terms of which cosine similarities for relevant image-caption
pairs are high while those for irrelevant pairs are low. Such
a CLIP model is used to compute an embedding of a topic,
and an embedding of each shot’s keyframe. Then, retrieval
is performed by ranking shots in descending order of cosine
similarities of shots’ embeddings to the embedding of the
topic. We use two CLIP models, ViT-B/32 and ViT-L/14, each
of which is based on a vision transformer with a different
architecture and input patch size. In addition, we employ
two more CLIP models, LAION-400M and LAION-2B, which
are models structured as ViT-B/32 and trained using a set of
400 million image-caption pairs and a set of 2 billion pairs,
respectively [3]. Since the above-mentioned four CLIP models
produce different retrieval results, their fusion is expected to
yield an improved performance.

III. RESULTS

Our submitted four runs are configured by combining
SCAN org, SCAN phrase, SCAN hier, ViT-B/32, ViT-L/14,
LAION-400M and LAION-2B as follows:

1) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1: This runs performs
the fusion of the seven models, SCAN org-1024,
SCAN org 2048, SCAN phrase, ViT-B/32, ViT-L/14,
LAION-400M and LAION-2B, which are weighted by
0.4, 0.6, 0.2, 0.7, 0.7, 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. Here,
SCAN org-1024 differs from SCAN org 2048 only in
the dimensionality of image and caption embeddings,
that is, the former and latter encode images and captions
into 1024- and 2048-dimensional vectors, respectively.



Fig. 2. Ranking list of the runs submitted to for the main AVS task.

In addition, the fusion weights are determined by per-
forming grid search on V3C1 dataset with 20 topics at
2021 AVS task.

2) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2: In addition to the
above-mentioned seven models, this run further fuses
SCAN hier with a weight of 0.2.

3) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3: This run is a coun-
terpart of F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2 and fuses
the eight models with equal weights. That is, this run is
used to examine the effectiveness of the weighted fusion.

4) F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 4: This run is a coun-
terpart of F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1 and fuses
the seven models with equal weights in order to check
the effectiveness of the weighted fusion.

Note that the result of each component model is produced by
fusing the retrieval result using a topic and the one using its
narrative. That is, the topic and narrative are treated as separate
textual descriptions for each of which retrieval is performed.
Afterwords, retrieval results using the topic and narrative are
fused with equal weights.

Fig. 2 shows the ranking list of the runs submitted to
the main AVS task. As depicted by the four red-coloured
bars, our team is ranked at the fourth position among the
seven teams. In particular, among our four submitted runs,
F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1 achieves the highest MAP
0.199 and its counterpart using non-weighted fusion yields
the MAP 0.186. Similarly, F M C D kindai ogu osaka.21 2
attains the second highest MAP 0.195 while the MAP
of its counterpart F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3 is
0.177. These results validate the effectiveness of the
weighted fusion used in F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1
and F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2. Regarding perfor-
mances for each topic, F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1
achieved the best AP 0.133 among all the submitted runs
for topic 710. Moreover, F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3
gains the best AP 0.098 for 707.

Also, the ineffectiveness of SCAN hier is indicated by
the comparison between F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 1

and F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 2 and the one be-
tween F M C D kindai ogu osaka.22 3 and F M C D
kindai ogu osaka.22 4 in Fig. 2. For both of the comparisons,
the performances are degraded by adding SCAN hier. One
possible reason is the insufficient training of SCAN hier.
Due to the massiveness of Conceptual Captions and the time
limitation until the submission deadline, the number of epochs
to train SCAN hier is much smaller than the numbers of
epochs to train SCAN org and SCAN phrase. We will present
the finalised performance of SCAN hier at the workshop.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced our method developed for TRECVID
2022 AVS task. It fuses seven or eight models belonging
to one of the two types, SCAN or CLIP. Compared to our
last year’s method, the main advance is the development of
SCAN hier that performs image-word/phrase alignment by
following hierarchical relations represented in the constituency
tree of a topic. Although we submitted the four runs that
were expected to yield the best performances and saw the
effectiveness of the weighted fusion, the evaluation to examine
the effectiveness of SCAN hier has not yet been finished. Our
urgent future work is to finish the performance evaluation of
SCAN hier including its hyper-parameter tuning.
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